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When People Try to Make You Feel Small…
Harassment and Discrimination


Harassment is engaging in any annoying and/or provoking comment or conduct that is considered unwelcome. It does not need to be a repeated action. 

Discrimination is any practice or behaviour, whether intentional or not, which has a negative effect on an individual or group.

As a Co-op student, you are covered by the TDSB Policy Guidelines, as well as by workplace laws.
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Sexual Harassment is harassment that is sexual. It is when co-workers make unwelcome sexual comments, or actions that are inappropriate, hostile, or offensive to you. It can take the following forms:

	Unwanted touching, grabbing, or patting

	Rude jokes or suggestive marks
	Using unwanted nicknames like “sexy” or “stud” or “babe”

Cat calls or embarrassing whistles
Bragging about sexual encounters when other people can hear
	Insulting remarks about sexual orientation





Sexual Harassment is not:
	a hug between friends
flirtation that is welcome by both people

sincere and personal compliments or comments



Using the Toronto District School Board’s pamphlet “Know Your Rights,” complete the following sentences:

Ageism is ____________________________________________________________

Sexism is ____________________________________________________________

Classism is ___________________________________________________________

Racism is ____________________________________________________________

Bullying is ___________________________________________________________

Marks:
Knowledge and Understanding		(1 mark x 5 questions)				/5

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Understanding of what harassment and discrimination are
Demonstrates limited understanding of what harassment and discrimination are
Demonstrates some understanding of what harassment and discrimination are
Demonstrates considerable understanding of what harassment and discrimination are
Demonstrates thorough and insightful understanding of what harassment and discrimination are

What to Do If You Are Harassed at Work

	Tell your CIC teacher immediately.
	Tell your supervisor immediately. If the supervisor is the person harassing you, speak to another senior staff member. 

Tell the person that what he or she is saying/doing makes you uncomfortable.
Tell the person what you don’t like. For example, “I don’t like your hand on my shoulder,” or “You are standing too close to me for my comfort.”
Document in your journal what happened during the harassment and the person you reported it to.



It is the employer’s legal duty to prevent and stop
discrimination and harassment. 

If the employer does not have the problem stopped, 
employees can make a complaint to the 
Canadian Human Rights Commission.



“You’re leaning too closely to me for my comfort.”

Human Rights Quiz

Read the following situations, and answer the questions by circling yes, no, or maybe and indicating your explanation.

	Sam, who is 18 years old, has applied for a job at a Sporting Goods Store. The store manager is impressed with Sam’s experience and ability, but says he needs to check Sam’s references. Afterwards, the store manager says that Sam will not be hired because his reference said that he was convicted of reckless driving two years ago. Has the store manager violated Sam’s human rights by refusing to hire him?


Yes		No		Maybe		Explain:






	When Lisa is out one weekend, she sees her co-worker, Francie, go into a lesbian bar with her arm around another girl. Back at work, Lisa starts asking Francie about her sexual preferences, and starts making rude comments under her breath whenever she sees Francie within earshot. Has Lisa violated Francie’s human rights?


Yes		No		Maybe		Explain:






Al’s parents are always fighting. He is a good student, and he wants to finish school, but he feels he can’t do it when he is living at home. At age 16, he qualifies for social assistance, and puts in an application at a rooming house. The property manager says he won’t rent Al a room because he doesn’t want “welfare kids” on the property. Has the property manager violated Al’s human rights?

Yes		No		Maybe		Explain:






	Sunita starts a new job. Her boss starts to call her “babe” and stands very close to her when she is working. A week later, he starts to touch her shoulders to give her a massage, because he says she is “too tense.”  Sunita wants to complain, but she doesn’t want to get fired. Are Sunita’s human rights being violated? 


Yes		No		Maybe		Explain:

Source: GTACEA Pre-placement and Integration Resource

Marks: 										/20
Application

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Making connections (e.g., between human rights and work situations)
Makes connections with limited effectiveness
Makes connections with moderate effectiveness
Makes connections with considerable effectiveness
Makes connections with a high degree of effectiveness







Having your rights violated 
is no laughing matter. 


Protect your own rights, 
and don’t violate the 
rights of others!

If your rights are violated, 
tell your supervisor and your 
Co-op teacher immediately! 



